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Electro-optic detection of Bloch oscillations
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The coherent motion of electronic wave packets in the Wannier-Stark regime of extemally biased
GaAs/AIxGal _xAs superlattices is investigated by a time-resolved electro-optic technique. As predicted by the
semiclassical theory, electronic wave packets undergo Bloch oscillations. They are observed via anisotropie
changes in the refractive index associated with a intraband polarization, which is set up by the coherent spatial
motion of electronic wave packets relative to localized holes. The oscillation amplitude depends strongly on
the initial excitation conditions. Frequency, amplitude, and dephasing of Bloch oscillations are investigated
over a wide range of electric fields. Complementary results to four-wave mixing and THz emission experi

ments are obtained.

The optical excitations of coherent excitonic wave pack
ets and the study of their dephasing in semiconductor hetero
structures using femtosecond time-resolved optical tech
niques is a subject of great current interest.1 Recently, the
excitation of coherent wave packets performing Bloch oscil
lations (BO's) in GaAs/AIxGal-xAs superlattices (SL's) has
been demonstrated.2-4 The optically controlled coherent su
perposition of several Wannier-Stark (WS) transitions5 cre
ates a nonstationary wave packet in a biased SL. In close
analogy to semiclassical BO's in solid state,6,7 the electronic
wave packets perform oscillations in real and k space under
the combined influence of a periodic potential of the SL and
a static potential applied.8 The first evidence for the existence
of BO's in four-wave mixing (FWM) experiments is the fact
that the frequency v can be tuned by the applied electric field
F according to v=eFd/h, where d is the SL period and h

Planck's constant. Evidence for the oscillation of the wave
packet in space is drawn from the observation of eoherent
THz emission.4

Here, we demonstrate an experimental method, which en
ables the direct detection of the internal polarization in the
SL setup by the spatial wave-packet oscillations. Transmit
tive electro-optic sampling (TEOS) is based on the detection
of the optical anisotropy induced by a macroscopic polariza
tion P z( t) via the linear electro-optic effect. TEOS probes
directly the amplitude and phase of BO's and with that the
source of the THz emission.

In the present paper, we would like to emphasize the spe
cific difference between the modulation of the interband and
intraband polarizations arising from the nonstationary wave
packets initially generated. In FWM experiments, a modula
tion of the interband polarization with the Bloch frequency is
detected. In THz and TEOS experiments, however, the di
pole moment set up by the spatial oscillations of the elec
tronic wave packets alone is detected, when the holes can be
assumed as localized in weak electric fields. From this point
of view, we also expect distinct differences in the dephasing
times determined in FWM and TEOS experiments. The
dephasing of the interband polarization in FWM depends on
the loss of coherence of excitons, while in experiments sen
sitive to the intraband polarization such as TEOS the dephas-

ing should be mainly govemed by the loss of coherence of
the electronic subsystem alone.

In addition to the difference in the interband and intraband
dynamies, specific differences in the experimental techniques
employed for the investigation of BO's have to be consid
ered. In THz emission experiments, the emission from the
intraband polarization is detected in the far field by a dipole
antenna with a time resolution of > 250 fs. In FWM, BO's
are observed as a modulation of the third-order interband
polarization that decays with T2/2 (Ref. 9) of about 1 ps at
low temperatures for our sampie and excitation conditions.
Thus beating phenomena with periods larger than this inter
band T2 cannot be detected. Since TEOS is not restricted by
the interband T2 and has the time resolution of the temporal
width of the probe pulse, it offers significant complementary
information on the dynamics of BO's compared to FWM and
THz-emission experiments.

The equivalence of semiclassical BO's and the quantum
mechanical description of coherently superposed WS states
has been shown recently.lO Here, we will not discuss this
analogy in detail and keep the established terminology of
BO's for quantum beats in the Wannier-Stark regime of a
biased SL. However, an important parameter in the WS pic
ture is the localization length L given by L ~ a/eF, where
a is the width of the miniband. For high fields, the wave
function is localized in a single weIl (L < d). As a conse
quence, spatial indireet WS transitions disappear. Therefore,
the amplitude of BO's should depend strongly on the local
ization length of the WS states involved, that is equivalent to
the semiclassical real-space amplitude of BO's. Thus the am
plitude of the intraband polarization observed in TEOS ex
periments should d e c r e a ~ at higher fields.

In a SL composed of 43m symmetry group material such
as GaAs and AIxGal-xAs, an oscillating macroscopic polar
ization induces birefringence, which is deteeted in a Eump
probe setup with a circularly polarized probe beam. 1 The
anisotropie phase retardation within the sampie causes the
transmitted probe beam to beeome elliptieally polarized. The
degree of ellipticity is measured in difference detection by
substraction of the intensity of the probe beam along the two
main axes of the ellipse via a polarizing beam splitter (Fig.
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FIG. 2. TEOS signals for different applied voltages in the Wannier-Stark

regime of the superlattice at an excitation density of 2X 109 cm2
• Tbe curves

are shifted proportional to the voltage applied.

sion measurements, the substrate has been partially removed
by wet etching. The sampie is positioned in a cryostat and
the measurements are performed at 10 K. For the lowest
electronic (heavy-hole, light-hole) miniband a width of 19
meV (1.9 me~ 18 meV) is calculated using the Kronig
Penney model. The narrow heavy-hole miniband width leads
to a strong localization of the heavy-hole wave functions
even at weak electric fields. The WS ladder in this sampIe is
characterized by absorption and reflectance spectra under the
same excitation conditions as in the time-resolved
experiment.4,17 The same sampIe has also been used for the
investigation of BO's in THz ernission4 and FWM
experiments.3,17 The laser source is a I(err-Iens mode-Iocked
Ti-sapphire laser with 150 fs pulse 'width and a spectral
width of 22 meV.

Figure 2 depicts TEOS signals for different reverse bias
voltages between - 0.6 Vand - 1.1 V applied to the SL at an
excitation density of 2X 109 carriers per weIl and cm2. The
curves are shifted vertically proportional to the applied volt
age. The laser is centered at 805 nm, thus covering the heavy
hole 0 to electron - 1 (hh_ 1) transitions and heavy hole 0 to
electron 0 (hho) transitions of the WS ladder over the range
of electric fields depicted. At these electric fields and laser
energy the light-hole transitions can bc neglected. They are
separated by about 11 meV from the hh transitions and ex
hibit only a third of the absorption strength compared to the
hh transitions. The TEOS signals in Fig. 2 consist of an
instantaneous peak at zero time delay, which is a FWM sig
nal diffracted in the direction of the probe beam and can
therefore not be avoided in this experimental geometry. Ad
ditionally, a steplike change in the anisotropie transmission is
observed that follows the integral over the pump-pulse inten
sity. This instantaneous signal, which is also observed in THz
emission experiments,4 is attributed to the spatial separation
of electron and hole wave functions (i.e., the hh_ t transition)
already at zero-time delay. At larger time delays the signal is
dominated by a periodic modulation due to BO's. The am
plitude of the oscillatory part on the order 10-4T0 is related

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for transmittive electro-optic sampling
(TEOS) experiments. PBS denotes a polarizing beamsplitter, D 1 and D2 are
photodetectors.

1). A similar technique has been applied for the observation
of transient surface fields12 and coherent LO phonons13 in a
reflection geometry. For mapping the internal field dynamic
in the SL, we prefer the transmission instead of a reflection
geometry in order not to detect field changes at one side of
the SL only. In the low field limit, the TEOS signal is linear
proportional to the electric field changes aFz( r) in the SL
perpendicular to the growth direction: 11

aTeo ( r)/To == (47T/A)n~r41aFz( r)l, (1)

where T0 is the transmitted intensity, r is the time delay, A
the wavelength, no the refractive index, r41 the electro-optic
coefficient, and I the thickness of the SL. Since the probe is
at the wavelength of optical resonances of the SL, the R 41
and no will be subject to dispersion. The optical pulse is
energetically much broader (22 meV) than the WS transi
tions involved, thus the pulse averages over the dispersion of
the electro-optic coefficient, which will therefore not be con
sidered further. Isotropie transmission changes due to phase
space filling of the involved transitions should not contribute
to the anisotropie TEOS signal.

In the first approximation the electric field changes are
related to the dynamics of the coherent wave packet via

aFz(r)== (l/€€o)Ne(aze(r», (2)

where ( a z e ( r ) = = ( ' I ' ~ s ( r ) l z l ' l ' w s ( r ) is the relative dis
placement of the coherent WS wave packet 'I'ws relative to
the localized hole and N the excitation density. By applying
a highly sensitive real-time data-acquisition system, in which
the time delay is achieved via a retroreflector mounted onto a
speaker shaker, relative transmission changes in the order of
some 10-7 can be detected with 10 min signal averaging. 14

Taking a value for the electro-optic coefficient r41 at the band
edge of GaAs of 1.5X 10- 10 cm~15 a wavelength of A==
800 nm, an electro-optic active length of 1 JLm, and a refrac
tive index of 3.4, we estimate the lower detection limit in
LiFz to be 1 V/ern. This limit may be lower due to enhance
ment of the electro-optic coefficient at resonances or when
the frequencies approach the optical phonon frequency.16

The SL consists of 35 periods of 97 Awide GaAs weHs
and 17 A wide Alo.7Gtlo.3As barriers embedded in
AlO.7GaO.3As buffers. It is extemaHy biased via an Ohmic
contact on the n -doped substrate and a semitransparent
Cr/Au Schottky contact on top of the sampie. For transmis-
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FIG. 4. Fourier transforms of time-domain signals shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. Oscillatory traees of anisotropie transmission ehanges of the
superlattice for different reverse bias.

to an interna} electric field of 100 V/ern, which is in accor
dance with the value calculated from Eq. (2) assuming the
estimated excitation density and a maximum displacement of
the center of mass of the electronic wave function over some
periods at lower voltages.

For a more detailed analysis of the periodic signal contri
bution, we omit the instantaneous part of the signal. In Fig.
3, the oscillatory contribution is shown for five different re
verse bias voltages. More than ten cycles of the oscillations
are clearly visible within the dephasing time. Tbe oscillation
frequency rises with increasing field, as expected from the
semiclassicaI Bloch picture equivalent to an increase of the
energetic splitting of the hh_ 1 and hho WS transitions. Fur
thermore, the amplitude drops with increasing electric fields.
To interpret this behavior, three points have to be taken into
consideration. (1) The decrease of the absorption strength of
the hh_ 1 transitions with increasing field-induced localiza
tion. Furthermore the spectral position of the h h ~ 1 transition
changes. When the laser is kept at the same wavelength, the
excitation density N drops at higher fields. According to Eq.
(2) the polarization associated with the coherent dipole os
cillation decreases. (2) Tbe increasing localization of WS
states at high electric fields leads to a reduction of the local
ization length L. As a consequence the amplitude of dis
placement [(az e( r» in Eq. (2)] between the electronic wave
packet and localized holes is reduced. (3) Tbe finite duration
of the probing pulse implies a reduced contrast in the oscil
lations at higher frequencies. This convolution is of minor
importance for frequencies below 4 THz. Tbe experimentally
observed decrease in amplitude therefore has to be attributed
to the first two points. When the absorption strength of the
transitions involved is ealibrated as a funetion of eleetrie
field, the spatial amplitude (az e ( r» of the oscillations can
be determined from TEOS measurements.

In Fig. 4 the direct numerieal Fourier transform of the
data displayed in Fig. 3 are shown. The spectral peak posi
tions of the Bloch frequency can be determined within an
error of ± 50 GHz equivalent to aprecision in the determi
nation of the WS state splitting of ± 0.2 meV. In the WS
regime, highly aceurate measurements of the internal electrie
fields in the SL are therefore possible. Tbis energy resolution
can be obtained neither in THz emission experiments due to
the Iimited deteetion bandwidth of the antennas (see, e.g.,
Ref. 4) nor in FWM experiments, where the frequency is

derived from the temporal distanee of tw0
2 or some more3

beating bumps observed within the decay of the third-order
interband polarization. Tbe spectral width of the Fourier
transforms of about 260 GHz does not change significantly
in the WS regime of the SL. The dephasing time of the
coherent intraband polarization seems to be independent of
the field applied in the WS regime. At higher fields, the Fou
rier spectra become slightly asymmetrie towards the high
energy side. A possible explanation for this behavior are in
homogeneous field distributions with a deviation of ± 3%

from the main value within the SL. The asymmetry in the
frequency domain at higher fields is also confirmed in a non
exponental decay in the time-domain data illustrated in Fig.
3. At lower fields, where an exponental decaying is observed,
the numerical fit to the data gives a dephasing time of 2.8 ps,
which is significantly longer than the dephasing time T2 of
1.4 ps derived from FWM experiments under identical exci
tation conditions.18 We attribute the dephasing time of the
FWM signal to the dephasing of exeitonic wave packets. In
TEOS experiments, the dephasing of the eleetronic wave
packet motion ( ~ z e( r» relative to the localized holes is
monitored, which is dominated by electronic intraband scat
tering processes alone. This distinct difference in dephasing
times in the interband FWM and intraband TEOS experi
ments is of particular interest for the understanding of the
microscopie pieture of dephasing of BO's in SL's. The
dephasing of BO's has been addressed recently from differ
ent aspects19

,20 and TEOS experiments provide firm experi
mental data for detailed investigations.

For a further investigation of the oscillatory eontribution,
we tune the applied voltage from +0.2 V to -1.9 V. The
upper voltage is elose to flatband (zero current) in this
sampIe. The frequeney values obtained from the Fourier
transform of this data are shown in Fig. 5. We distinguish
two voltage ranges. (i) Above - 0.25 V reverse bias, the
frequency linearly depends on the voltage applied up to
- 1.9 V. (ii) Below - 0.25 V down towards the flatband con
dition the frequency is hardly altered by the bias voltage. The
first observation is in good agreement with the voltage de
pendence of the WS transitions involved in the beating.
Slight deviations from the linear dependence can be accu
rately correlated to changes in the total absorption of the
pump pulse, which is recorded simultaneously via the pho
toeurrent through the sampIe. When the photocurrent peaks
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v m a x ~ l 1 / h = 4 . 6 THz assuming a calculated miniband width
of 19 meV. Tbus there is still absorption strength in the - 1
transition even when the energy splitting is larger than the
calculated minibandwidth. The lowest BQ frequency ob
served within the dephasing time in this field regime is about
300 GHz.

In the second regime below - 0.25 V reverse bias, the
frequency changes from 210 GHz to 250 GHz only. Similar
observations are made in THz experiments, although there
the voltage dependence of this oscillation is even weaker
than in our experiments presumably due to higher excitation
densities.21 The frequencies observed correspond to a beating
of transitions with an energy splitting of about 1 meV, which
are not resolved in cw techniques. Exciton-biexciton beats
may play a crucial role in this regime. A clear interpretation,
however, requires further investigation.

In conclusion, we presented an electro-optic method for
the detection of coherent interband polarization associated
with BQ's. Tbe amplitude, frequency, and dephasing are de
termined as a function of the external field. Over a wide
range of applied voltages the frequency increases linearly as
expected from the semiclassical picture of BQ's. The ampli
tude of the oscillations decreases with increasing field due to
increasing localization of the WS states. The dephasing time
is unaffected by the electric field in the WS regime, but
shows deviations from a strictly monoexponential decay at
higher reverse bias. TEQS is demonstrated to be a powerful
technique for an accurate determination of the frequency of
BQ's not accessible by other techniques.
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(drops), the frequency lies below (above) the linear fit due to
cw accumulation of carriers partially screening the applied
field. 17 This accumulation effect also shifts the onset of the
linear field-frequency relation toward - 0.25 V. Without this
effect, the Bloch regime is already observed at lower volt
ages, when the splitting of the miniband into the WS ladder
becomes visible in photocurrent spectra under low excitation
conditions (see, e.g., Ref. 4). Tbe slope of the linear fit is
(3.29±O.06)THzN, which is larger than the theoretically ex
pected value of ed/h lsample= 2.76 T H z ~ where lsample is the
total intrinsic region of 999 nm including intrinsic
AlO.7GaO.3As buffer layers. This difference is also attributed
to the screening effect, which modifies the relation between
the extemally applied voltage and the internal effective field.

The highest frequency observed is 5.1 THz corresponding
to 21 meV. This is slightly above the theoretical maximum
value for BQ's in this sampie, which is given by
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FIG. 5. Frequency of Bloch oscillations versus external bias obtained
from Fourier transformation of TEDS data.
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